Access to Legal Services in Rural Areas of the Northern Rockies: A Recommendation for Town Legal Centers
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INTRODUCTION

There are two distinct but related issues that affect legal representation in rural areas of the United States: the problem of attracting and keeping private attorneys,¹ and the problem of satisfying the immense need for pro bono representation for low-income residents.² Although these issues are interrelated—attracting attorneys to rural areas can help satisfy the need for pro bono representation—each state is handling the problems in distinctive ways.³

In Part I, this Note will demonstrate why the Northern Rockies—which consists of the states of Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming—is a distinctive region with enough similarities between states that a single proposal to improve legal services delivery would be effective across the entire region. In Part II, this Note will discuss the problems facing the Northern Rockies states in delivering legal services to rural areas. In Part III, this Note will examine some of the current solutions being employed in the Northern Rockies states, as well as across the nation, to increase access to legal services for low-, moderate-, and high-income rural residents. This Note will then argue that each solution is either ineffectual or insufficient to solve the issues related to the access of legal services facing rural residents of the Northern Rockies. In Part IV, this Note will recommend that the Northern Rockies states establish statewide networks of “Town Legal Centers,” which operate as virtual offices in local communities where residents can meet with legal professionals from around the state. This Note will then propose that Town Legal Centers should be open not only to legal aid organizations but also to private attorneys offering paid legal services. With a rational basis referral system, these Centers can promote increased pro bono participation from the private bar and provide statewide volunteer opportunities for law students. Last, this Note will explore several different sources of funding that could be used to create and maintain Town Legal Centers and then argue that the program could potentially achieve self-sufficiency through a use fee for paid legal services.
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3. Compare South Dakota’s incentive payments approach, infra text accompanying notes 88–94, with, for example, Idaho’s innovative approach that uses interactive forms for self-represented litigants to help them prepare legal documents, infra text accompanying notes 130–31.
I. THE NORTHERN ROCKIES STATES ARE SUFFICIENTLY SIMILAR TO ALLOW FOR A SINGLE GENERALIZED SOLUTION TO PROVIDE RURAL RESIDENTS WITH ACCESS TO LEGAL SERVICES

The Northern Rockies states share the nationwide issues of attracting legal talent and delivering much-needed legal aid to low-income individuals in rural areas. For the purposes of this Note, the Northern Rockies consist of three states: Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming. These three states are similar in geography, population measures, poverty levels, racial diversity, and attorney and law school density—these similarities afford the ability to generalize about current problems and the ability to propose a single solution to increase access to legal services for rural residents.

The geography of the Northern Rockies states, with high mountain peaks leading to vast fertile plains, offers distinctive challenges to providing legal services. Towns that are mere miles apart and within the same county may require hours-long journeys over rugged terrain. Significantly, the Northern Rockies states are some of the largest in the country: Montana has the fourth largest land area in the United States, Wyoming has the ninth, and Idaho has the eleventh. Population centers spread across these vast distances make traditional, face-to-face legal representation difficult and expensive. As the American Bar Association (ABA) notes, geographic distance "constitutes only one impediment [to rural legal service delivery], but what an impediment it is." Additionally, the Northern Rockies states have small populations, low population density, and high rates of rural population. Wyoming is the least populated state in the entire United States and ranks second to last in population density. Montana is the forty-fourth most populated state and ranks third to last in population density. Idaho is slightly more populated than Wyoming and Montana, ranking thirty-ninth

5. State Area Measurements and Internal Point Coordinates, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, http://www.census.gov/geo/reference/state-area.html. Montana has a land area of 147,040 square miles, Wyoming has 97,813 square miles, and Idaho has 83,569 square miles. Id.
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in population, but is still ninth to last in population density. In addition to small populations, the percentage of residents living in rural areas is significantly higher in the Northern Rockies states than the rest of the United States. According to the 2010 U.S. Census, 19.3% of the population of the United States lives in rural areas. However, 29.4% of the population of Idaho, 44.1% of the population of Montana, and 35.2% of the population of Wyoming live in rural areas.

The Northern Rockies states also share similar poverty rates that hover near the national average of 15.9%. The Legal Services Corporation (LSC)—a private, nonprofit corporation established by the federal government that helps fund much of the legal aid in the United States—gives grants to programs “on a per-capita basis according to each service area’s share of the eligible poverty population.” The funds from LSC grants constitute the largest share of funding for pro bono programs in all three Northern Rockies states, so having similar poverty rates gives states proportional funding for legal aid programs. Also, each state currently has only one LSC-funded legal aid organization, which provides legal aid services for the entire respective state. Idaho Legal Aid Services, Inc., the Montana Legal Services Association, and Legal Aid of Wyoming, Inc. are the only legal aid organizations currently providing services in their respective states, although Montana and Wyoming have state-run programs that support legal aid efforts.


13. Resident Population Data, supra note 9. Idaho has a population density of 19.0 residents per square mile. Id.

14. The definition of what constitutes “rural” is highly debated. See Lisa R. Pruitt, Rural Rhetoric, 39 Conn. L. Rev. 159, 177–84 (2006) (discussing how various statutes and judicial decisions have defined “rural”). But the U.S. Census defines “rural” as “all population, housing, and territory not included within an urban area.” 2010 Census Urban and Rural Classification and Urban Area Criteria, U.S. Census Bureau, http://www.census.gov/geo/reference/ua/urban-rural-2010.html. In order to qualify as an “urban area,” the area “must encompass at least 2,500 people, at least 1,500 of which reside outside institutional group quarters.” Id.
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Overall, the three Northern Rockies states share very similar racial and ethnic diversity, with high populations of residents who identify their race as white alone. While it is not readily apparent that racial and ethnic diversity influences the provision of legal services in rural areas, it is well established that racial and ethnic minorities experience higher rates of poverty. In response to these poverty rates, some states that have high Native American populations, such as those in the southwestern United States, have created specific pro bono legal projects supporting this minority group. The Northern Rockies states do not currently have any legal aid programs for specific minority groups.

Lastly, the Northern Rockies states all have below average numbers of attorney density, as well as only a single accredited law school located in an urban area of each state. Idaho’s single accredited law school is the University of Idaho College of Law, which is located in Moscow, Idaho. Idaho also has the 47th lowest number of attorneys per capita. Montana’s single accredited law school is the University of

22. See U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE UNITED STATES, at 24 tbl.19 (2012), available at http://www.census.gov/compendia/statab/2012/tables/12s0019.pdf. Roughly 89.1% of Idaho residents, 89.4% of Montana residents, and 90.7% of Wyoming residents identify as white alone. Id.


24. See, e.g., DNA-PEOPLE’S LEGAL SERVICES, http://www.dnalegalservices.org (describing a LSC-funded program that provides legal services to impoverished members of seven Native American tribes).


26. This statistic was calculated using data providing the number of resident and active attorneys in a state in 2013, AM. BAR ASS’N, NATIONAL LAWYER POPULATION BY STATE (2013), available at http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/migrated/marketresearch/PublicDocuments/2013_natl_lawyer_by_state.authcheckdam.pdf, and each state’s population in 2013, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, STATE TOTALS: VINTAGE 2013 available at http://www.census.gov/popest/data/state/totals/2013/ (select the “XLS” file format next to “Annual Estimates of
Montana School of Law, located in Missoula, Montana, and the state has the 26th lowest number of attorneys per capita. Wyoming’s single accredited law school is the University of Wyoming College of Law, located in Laramie, Wyoming. Wyoming has the 33rd lowest number of attorneys per capita.

II. THE NEED FOR LEGAL SERVICES IN RURAL AREAS AND THE PROBLEMS OF DELIVERY

There is a stereotype of rural residents as being “independent, self-sufficient, and neither in need of nor amenable to regulation.” Some studies suggest that rural residents are less likely to seek legal redress for their problems than their urban counterparts and that these residents may create “alternative techniques for handling matters that might normally come to an attorney’s office.” This may not be the case today, however: in 1990, Donald D. Landon observed, after interviewing many rural attorneys, “a general consensus that folks in the country are somewhat more inclined to seek legal redress today than they were in the past.” Additionally, rural residents have significant legal needs that are not being met by the legal aid programs currently in place—a lack of private attorneys in rural areas adds to this justice gap. In Subpart A, this Note will demonstrate the need for legal services in rural areas of the Northern Rockies. Subpart B will then highlight some of the problems with delivery of legal services that residents of rural areas of the Northern Rockies face.

A. The Need for Legal Services for Low-Income Residents of Rural Areas of the Northern Rockies

Low-income households are having legal needs go unsatisfied with the legal aid programs currently in place. According to the LSC, in 2013, there were 65.5 million individuals eligible for LSC-funded legal assistance, while only 1,833,240 people...
were served through the programs. LSC estimates that “roughly one-half of the people who seek help from LSC-funded legal aid providers are being denied service because of insufficient program resources.” LSC also estimates that fewer than one in five legal problems faced by low-income people are resolved using the help of an attorney. Further complicating the issue, poverty rates are traditionally higher in rural areas than in urban areas. In 2012, the national poverty rate for nonmetropolitan areas was 17.7%, while only 14.5% for metropolitan areas of the country.

There have been similar findings of significant unmet legal needs for low-income residents in the Northern Rockies states. In 2010, the Bureau of Business and Economic Research at the University of Montana conducted a survey of all low-income households—defined as at or below 125% of the poverty line, which correlates with LSC eligibility—to determine whether civil legal needs were being met in Montana. The survey estimated that 49% of, or about 33,596, low-income households experienced at least one civil legal problem in the previous year. The survey concluded that “[a] substantial portion of the civil legal needs of low income Montanans go unmet”; 77.1% of low-income households that reported having a civil legal need and believed they needed help from an attorney also reported doing nothing to respond to this need. The survey concluded that this number might be conservative because there were likely households that reported experiencing a civil legal problem but mistakenly assumed they did not need the help of an attorney. While the survey does not hypothesize the reasons for failing to take action, a lack of easy access to legal aid is almost certainly a factor. With poverty more prevalent
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in rural areas, and given the high rural populations of the Northern Rockies, it is safe to assume that many households with unmet legal needs are found in rural areas. Additionally, while large numbers of impoverished individuals are having their legal needs go unmet, individuals living outside the poverty range are also having their legal needs go unmet.47

Low-income rural residents face many of the same legal problems as their urban counterparts, but also face distinct problems. Based on LSC-collected data, low-income residents seek legal aid for many different types of needs. Cases involving family law issues, such as child custody or visitation disputes and domestic abuse, are the most common types of cases that LSC-funded legal aid organizations take on.48 Housing disputes are another common area where legal services are provided, constituting over a quarter of all resolved cases by LSC-funded organizations.49 Other common areas of service are income maintenance, which includes unemployment compensation, veteran’s benefits, Social Security, and food stamps; and consumer disputes, which includes bankruptcy and debt collection.50 Low-income rural residents also face distinct problems, such as foreclosures of family farms, migrant worker issues, and tribal issues for Native Americans on reservations.51

B. Problems with the Delivery of Legal Services in Rural Areas

In its 2003 guide, the ABA Standing Committee on Pro Bono and Public Service and the Center for Pro Bono identified several issues of specific relevance to the Northern Rockies that affect the delivery of pro bono legal services in rural areas.52 Specifically, the report found that extremely rural communities, like many found in the Northern Rockies states, can be far from population centers and more than one hundred miles from lawyers and courthouses, which adds to delivery costs, imposes significant travel demands on attorneys and clients, and can be a logistical nightmare.53 For example, “[o]nly 54% of Montana’s population lives in towns larger than 2,800 people.” 54 The rest of the population lives in smaller, far-flung towns across the state or out in unincorporated areas, such as on family farms and ranches, which can be many miles from population centers. Driving from one corner of Montana to the other can take up to eleven hours,55 and “demanding travel
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requirements consume [the Montana Legal Services Association’s] law firm dollars and staff hours."56

Where few lawyers serve a sparsely populated but widely dispersed client base, conflicts of interest that prevent representation frequently arise, essentially cutting off legal avenues of dispute resolution.57 Rural residents are frequently interrelated and have relatives in other rural communities, which can make conflicts arise unexpectedly.58 In addition to formal conflicts of interest, attorneys in rural areas face much higher levels of community scrutiny, which may prevent rural attorneys from taking on controversial or unpopular cases.59 Given the lack of anonymity for these attorneys, they “may feel beholden to local economic elites who provide most of their business,” 60 leading to an informal conflict of interest. Additionally, rural practitioners frequently work in solo practice or few-person firms, and rarely have support staff.61 Further, practice areas for rural lawyers may not mesh with all rural population legal needs, or local attorneys may not have the specialization required by low-income rural clients.62

Although prevalent urban technology such as high-speed Internet and cell phone service is slowly moving into rural areas, these technologies may still be nonexistent or prohibitively expensive, especially for those located outside rural population centers.63 The Northern Rockies states all rank forty-fifth and lower for the availability of high-speed Internet.64 It is estimated that 14.5 million people living in rural areas in the United States (roughly one-quarter of the rural population) lack access to high-speed broadband Internet.65 Furthermore, only about 40% of those who have access to high-speed Internet actually subscribe to the service, with lower levels of subscribership in rural areas.66

In addition to the problems that face low-income individuals in rural areas, private attorneys are now flocking to urban areas; this “rural flight” hinders access to
traditional paid legal services for rural residents, as well as the opportunity for pro bono services for low-income individuals. Rural areas account for up to one-fifth of the population of the country, but only two percent of law practices.\textsuperscript{67} Idaho has recently faced this problem of “rural flight.” Boise, the capital of the state and one of the few metropolitan areas, has a population of 205,671.\textsuperscript{68} Although it only has 13% of the total population of Idaho, Boise is home to 47% of Idaho’s attorneys.\textsuperscript{69} Even as jobs in the legal market have dried up over the past five years, local prosecutors in areas surrounding Boise find themselves competing for qualified candidates with the highest salaries offered in the state capital.\textsuperscript{70} In total, 80% of the attorneys in Idaho live in metropolitan areas, where only 66% of the population lives.\textsuperscript{71} After the State Bar of South Dakota presented its report to the ABA on the decline of attorneys in its rural areas, the ABA adopted Resolution 10B, which “urges federal, state . . . and local governments to support efforts to address the decline in the number of lawyers practicing in rural areas and to address access to justice issues for residents in rural America.”\textsuperscript{72}

Perhaps the largest issue facing rural legal service delivery for low-income residents in the Northern Rockies states is inadequate funding for legal aid. In 2012, LSC grants constituted the largest source of the funding used by legal aid programs in Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming.\textsuperscript{73} During the Reagan administration, Congress slashed the LSC’s budget.\textsuperscript{74} Then, in 1996, LSC budgets were once again slashed, this time by 30.5%, from $400 million to $278 million.\textsuperscript{75} After the 1996 funding cuts, the Montana Legal Services Association lost 48% of its revenue, had a 30% federal appropriations reduction, and was prohibited from receiving attorney’s fees.\textsuperscript{76} Although the program once had fourteen offices and thirty-nine attorneys, it was down to seven offices manned by twelve lawyers in 1997.\textsuperscript{77} Most recently, the LSC budget has been cut from $420 million in 2010 to $348 million in 2012.\textsuperscript{78} Thus, significant portions of legal aid funding in the Northern Rockies states are subject to the battles of federal politics.

As federal funding for legal services has been cut nationwide, the Northern Rockies states have attempted to step in and help fund programs. The Northern Rockies states have worked with local state bars and financial organizations to set up “interest on lawyer’s trust accounts” (IOLTA).\textsuperscript{79} These accounts hold some client
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funds and generate interest; this interest is given to public interest groups, including LSC-funded aid organizations. As another funding measure, most states have established state-run legal aid programs (such as the Wyoming Center for Legal Aid), which provide grants to legal aid organizations. The Center was created by the Wyoming Supreme Court and is funded through increased court-filing fees. For fiscal year 2014, the Center granted Legal Aid of Wyoming $353,000—representing a significant source of revenue for the organization. However, Idaho remains the only state in the country that does not provide financial support to its legal aid program through filing fees, fines, or by direct appropriation; Idaho Legal Aid Services has been trying to change this since 2005 but has thus far failed. Legal aid organizations in the Northern Rockies states also engage in private fundraising, but this practice has not amounted to a significant source of revenue for the organizations.

III. CURRENT SOLUTIONS BEING USED TO INCREASE ACCESS TO LEGAL SERVICES

There are currently many solutions being employed by various states to combat the lack of access to legal services for rural residents, and some programs are finding success. To increase the number of private attorneys practicing in rural areas, some states have offered incentive payments to entice private practice lawyers to rural areas, as seen in South Dakota. Further, legal aid organizations have experienced success reaching low-income rural residents by expanding physical offices into new areas and by implementing technology-based initiatives, such as expanding website resources, creating legal hotlines, using video courtrooms, and initiating self-help programs that assist with legal document creation and assembly. However, these current solutions being used by states and legal aid organizations are insufficient to fully meet the needs of all rural residents in the Northern Rockies states.

A. South Dakota’s Incentive Payments

In response to a shortage of lawyers in rural South Dakota, the state bar formed Project Rural Practice in 2011, which was charged with identifying the extent of the decline in the number of rural attorneys, assessing its impact, and developing recommendations to combat the phenomenon. The Project piloted a program that
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matched a select group of lawyers, dubbed the “Sweet Sixteen,” to eligible rural counties.\footnote{Goetzinger, Project Rural Practice: Saving an Endangered Species by Recruiting the Sweet Sixteen, B. LEADER, July–Aug. 2013.} A county is eligible to participate in the program if it has fewer than 10,000 residents.\footnote{Id.} With the passage of South Dakota House Bill 1096 in March 2013, these select sixteen attorneys will each receive an incentive payment for practicing in their rural counties.\footnote{Id.} These incentive payments are approximately $13,288 per attorney per year,\footnote{Id.} so approximately $66,440 over the five-year commitment and $1,063,040 program-wide. These attorneys must be in good standing with the South Dakota Bar Association and must agree to a five-year commitment to practice law in the rural county.\footnote{Id.} Half of the funding for this program comes from the state, 35% comes from local governments, and the state bar association funds 15%.\footnote{Id.}

The program has sparked much debate and enthusiasm throughout the legal profession.\footnote{Some commentators have saluted the plan as an attempt to bring access to justice for rural residents. See, e.g., Bronner, supra note 1, at A1. However, other commentators have compared this plan to “quasi-indentured servitude.” See Staci Zaretsky, Need a Rural Lawyer? Why Not Use a Quasi-Indentured Servitude Plan?, ABOVETHELAW.COM (Apr. 9, 2013, 2:43 PM), http://abovethelaw.com/2013/04/need-a-rural-lawyer-why-not-use-a-quasi-indentured-servitude-plan/.} However, this type of program would only provide a temporary and expensive solution to providing legal services in rural areas of the Northern Rockies and would be unlikely to improve the availability of legal services for low-income households. The incentive payments present a valuable source of funding—over $1 million in five years—that does not ensure or guarantee the continued presence of an attorney in these rural communities. While the program has lofty goals that the Sweet Sixteen will build viable practices in their rural areas and elect to stay after the five-year commitment, there is no demonstrated evidence that this will happen. Further, single attorneys covering entire counties in the vast Northern Rockies will not solve problems related to geographic distance; single counties can cover areas of over 10,000 square miles.\footnote{For example, Sweetwater County in southwestern Wyoming covers an area of nearly 10,500 square miles. U.S. Census Bureau, Sweetwater County, Wyoming, STATE & COUNTY QUICKFACTS, http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/56/56037.html (last updated Dec. 17, 2013).} Most significantly, while arguably solving issues of access to paid legal services, the program does not address the issue of providing legal aid for low-income individuals. The program may spark the Sweet Sixteen to take on pro bono cases in their rural counties, but there is no incentive or requirement that they do so. Given that rural law practices may not be the most financially lucrative, it is foreseeable that rural attorneys may forgo volunteering for pro bono cases in order to concentrate on fee-generating cases.
B. Expanding Legal Aid Offices to New Areas

In order to provide increased access to legal services for low-income households, the Northern Rockies states have attempted to expand physical office locations.97 Idaho Legal Aid Services, for example, has established seven physical office locations around the state in the larger population centers of Idaho: Boise, Twin Falls, Pocatello, Coeur d’Alene, Idaho Falls, Lewiston, and Nampa.98 Legal Aid of Wyoming currently has five physical office locations in Wyoming: Cheyenne, Casper, Rock Springs, Gillette, and Lander.99 Expanding physical locations has many positive benefits for low-income people in these centralized communities.100 Some have argued that “[t]o be effective advocates for the poor, there must be a presence in the community: clients need a place to meet and advocates need to participate directly in issues confronting the community.”101

The ABA, in its guide on the delivery of pro bono services in rural areas, identifies establishing offices in rural areas as a strategy that is working for some states.102 The guide specifically identifies Maine as a model for this type of solution; Maine experienced success with a program created in the urban south that encouraged private attorneys to take on pro bono cases.103 Using this model, Maine adapted this program in the rural central and northern areas of the state and established a physical office in a northern city in order to increase access to legal services for rural residents.104 The expanded program experienced success by getting more private attorneys involved in rural pro bono cases.105 Some pros of establishing a physical office are that it creates a strong physical presence, raises community awareness, and can improve the private bar’s involvement in pro bono.106 However, the most significant disadvantages are the high costs of opening and operating an office—the increased staff costs and diversion of agency resources can stretch limited funds.107

Ultimately, expanding the number of staffed offices will do little to increase the access to legal services and legal aid for individuals in rural areas. In the Northern Rockies states, where geographic distance can be such a barrier to the provision of legal services, adding legal aid offices in the largest communities—where there is
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likely already an established private bar—may bring these legal aid offices closer, but a sizeable gap will still exist. Further, given the austere budget cuts that have faced LSC-funded legal aid organizations in the Northern Rockies, the idea of expanding physical locations is almost untenable. Before the 1996 budget cuts for the LSC, Montana had fourteen physical office locations. Due to these budget cuts, there are now only three offices to serve the entire state of Montana, located in Missoula, Billings, and Helena. There are simply not sufficient available resources for legal aid organizations to add staffed office locations in enough areas that would help bridge the large geographic gaps that exist in the Northern Rockies states.

C. Technology-Based Initiatives

There are numerous technology-based initiatives that have attempted to deliver legal services and legal aid to rural areas. Technology-based initiatives “offer[] significant opportunities to those who provide legal assistance and education to low-income people and communities.” Montana has been one of the leaders in finding innovative ways to deliver legal services. Montana has begun to use video courtrooms through the Montana Judicial Video Network, established in 2000, where counsel can remotely represent clients who are in court proceedings hundreds of miles away. In 2005, this program was estimated to have saved district court participants over $600,000 in costs related to travel and time. This approach increased access to legal aid for individuals in rural areas. For example, a legal aid attorney in Missoula, located in western Montana, can represent a low-income litigant in an action in Custer County, located in eastern Montana. However, video conferencing court programs have their skeptics. In Wisconsin, some trial court participants do not believe that video conferencing court programs are beneficial to the court system. Participants deemed it “depersonalizing” and have concerns about maintaining attorney-client confidentiality during hearings.

A video conferencing program for trial court participants increases access to justice for low-income individuals and can help bridge the vast geographic gap of the Northern Rockies states. However, this program only serves those low-income individuals involved in courtroom litigation and ignores the vast majority of people
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who need other types of legal assistance. In 2012, LSC-funded programs closed a majority of cases (61%) with just counsel and advice.\textsuperscript{117} Only 14\% of cases from LSC-funded programs ended in a court decision or settled with litigation.\textsuperscript{118} Therefore, while a video conferencing court program is helpful for some low-income individuals, it does not help a vast majority of those with legal needs. Further, this program does little to help serve those individuals who fail to take any action for their legal needs, which was found to be over three-quarters of low-income individuals who believed they needed the help of an attorney in Montana.\textsuperscript{119}

Another technology-based initiative that has gained popularity is legal hotlines, which enable attorneys and experienced paralegals to staff phone lines and serve as “first responders” for legal service requests.\textsuperscript{120} For example, the Wyoming Center for Legal Aid coordinated with Legal Aid of Wyoming to create a legal aid hotline, which began operating in November 2012.\textsuperscript{121} The hotline has greatly increased the ability of staff attorneys to help clients: Legal Aid of Wyoming was able to increase litigation and extend services by 79.3\% and increase advice and brief services by 314\%.\textsuperscript{122} Montana has created a similar program called “HelpLine,” which places experienced paralegals on phone lines monitored by veteran attorneys.\textsuperscript{123} The sheer volume of calls has proved to be taxing on this hotline; it takes callers an average of 3.5 attempts to reach an intake specialist.\textsuperscript{124} However, up to 90\% of callers receive a forty-five minute consultation within three days, and staff can immediately refer legal emergencies to an attorney who specializes in the relevant area.\textsuperscript{125}

Legal hotlines are a simple but effective way to increase access to legal aid for low-income individuals. Given the gains in services able to be provided by Legal Aid of Wyoming, legal hotlines appear to be an effective tool for getting legal aid to those that need it most. However, legal hotlines do not solve the problem of access to legal services; they mostly serve as a gatekeeper for vetting potential clients and triaging their needs, the overall design of which can carry certain risks.\textsuperscript{126} Also, some people oppose the use of legal hotlines because these hotlines are a form of “indirect representation” and “a cheap and condescending substitute for direct representation.”\textsuperscript{127} Additionally, while increasing the access for those who choose to seek out services, legal hotlines do not encourage those individuals who decide to forgo representation in the face of their legal needs. In the Northern Rockies, legal hotlines can be a tool to increasing access to legal aid but do not constitute a panacea.
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Another technology-based initiative that has garnered support is the use of self-help resources, such as websites and document-assembly services, in order to aid pro se litigants. In 2006, Idaho began using a program called Access to Justice Author (“A2J Author”), which is “an interactive software tool with a dynamic digital guide, a 3D avatar on your computer screen that helps you fill out legal forms.”\(^\text{129}\) The software guides users through a series of questions, puts the responses into a legal form, and produces a copy that is ready to file at a local courthouse.\(^\text{130}\) A legal scholar has described this technology as a “transformative tool for legal services.”\(^\text{131}\) The Montana Legal Services Association has developed a similar system through its “Self-Help Law Unit,” a system that “seeks to prepare clients for pro se representation by educating them about the court system and supplying them with well-prepared, accurate forms.”\(^\text{132}\) This system uses HotDocs, which asks users questions and then puts the information into a legal form;\(^\text{133}\) users can then submit a completed form to be reviewed by legal aid staff or volunteer lawyers.\(^\text{134}\) In November 2012, the Wyoming Center for Legal Aid launched the state’s first legal information website, which provides legal information and self-help resources for a variety of legal issues.\(^\text{135}\) Low-income individuals use these self-help resources to help direct and solve legal issues without direct representation by legal aid staff or pro bono volunteers.\(^\text{136}\)

Although self-help resources offer many benefits to litigants who cannot afford legal representation, they are usually only appropriate for limited types of cases. The Montana Legal Services Association has identified family law as a practice area where direct representation is not always needed and thus developed forms for many family law actions.\(^\text{137}\) Similarly, simple cases, or cases where only one party is appearing, also may be appropriate for pro se litigants.\(^\text{138}\) However, many other types of cases remain too complicated for pro se litigants to proceed without legal assistance. Additionally, creating and maintaining these forms is costly, intensive, and requires continual monitoring.\(^\text{139}\) Wyoming Center for Legal Aid has tried to
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begin compiling pro se forms for family law issues but has run into delays in automation.\textsuperscript{140} Further, in the development of a divorce without children pro se packet, the “[c]enter staff must test each possible scenario and correct any problems in the program before making the program available to the public.”\textsuperscript{141} Therefore, automation can be costly and time intensive to maintain and expand, which may not be the best allocation of scarce legal aid dollars.

\section*{IV. RECOMMENDATION FOR TOWN LEGAL CENTERS}

As discussed above, there are two distinct problems facing people in rural areas: a lack of access to legal services due to increasingly urban-based attorneys and a lack of access to legal aid for low-income rural residents. Many different programs have been used to attack each problem independently, but this Note proposes that the creation of “Town Legal Centers” will help solve both problems—specifically, through the use of video conferencing and virtual office capabilities. In particular, Town Legal Centers would be formed through partnerships between legal aid organizations, local communities, and the state bar, and these centers would ultimately give rural residents better access to much-needed legal services. Town Legal Centers would be open for use by legal aid organizations, as well as private attorneys offering paid legal services, and would enhance pro bono volunteering through a rational basis referral system. The Centers would also allow law students greater opportunities to work on pro bono cases from around their respective Northern Rockies states. Funding for Town Legal Centers could come from a variety of sources, including local communities, state organizations, and federal grants.\textsuperscript{142}

\subsection*{A. Structure of Town Legal Centers}

Town Legal Centers would rely on existing structures in local communities and use video conferencing and virtual office technologies to serve clients in all civil legal needs. In its report on the delivery of pro bono legal services to rural areas, the ABA highlighted the Library Liaison Project by Legal Services of Eastern Michigan.\textsuperscript{143} The program represented a partnership with public libraries statewide, where librarians were trained by pro bono lawyers to “help clients find needed information and offer advice on using electronic or hard-copy information resources.”\textsuperscript{144}

Similarly, in the Northern Rockies states, Town Legal Centers could be formed through a partnership with statewide networks of public libraries and other local public buildings, with the goal to be in every population center in the state. Public libraries and other public buildings would serve as a central meeting space for video conferences with legal aid staff attorneys and private attorneys from around the state. Many libraries already have rooms that could serve as interview sites for job
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While many rural residents lack access or a subscription to high-speed Internet capable of video conferencing, most public libraries offer fast and free public access. By partnering with local communities, legal aid programs will decrease the time, staff, and upkeep needed to provide services to rural residents. By placing these Town Legal Centers in every community, the vast geographic distances of the Northern Rockies states would shrink, and rural residents would have better access to legal services. Town Legal Centers are a cheaper alternative to establishing staffed legal aid offices in rural communities—Centers would act as a physical presence where clients could meet with attorneys, and advocates could participate in issues affecting the community.

The Wyoming Center for Legal Aid has already initiated a similar program, which has partnered with one county library to provide remote access to connect to pro bono and legal aid services over the Internet using Skype. The program, funded through a 2013 Access to Justice Innovations Grant from the ABA, has placed these remote access sites in five Wyoming towns. This demonstrates the broad array of existing community partners that could provide infrastructure to support a Town Legal Center.

The Town Legal Centers need a minimum amount of equipment; they should be equipped with adequate video conferencing technology, document cameras, and fax machines. With this equipment, a Town Legal Center would allow participants to mimic a traditional attorney-client interaction: through the use of document cameras and fax machines to view and transfer documents between an attorney and a client, in addition to the live interaction of video conferencing, an adequate interaction should take place. Adequate security protections should be built into the electronic systems in order to avoid breaches of attorney-client confidentiality and violations of legal ethics.
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In addition to providing traditional legal representation services, Town Legal Centers could be used to deliver self-help clinic services, pro bono and legal aid trainings for staff and volunteers, and Continuing Legal Education programs for rural lawyers.\(^{154}\) Instead of relying on traveling self-help clinics\(^{155}\) or participating in “circuit riding,”\(^{156}\) self-help trainings could be broadcast across the state to local Town Legal Centers from centralized legal aid offices, increasing access to these trainings on important legal subjects while eliminating expensive travel and time costs for legal aid staff. Similarly, necessary trainings for pro bono volunteers and legal aid staff located in offices across the state could be conducted through Town Legal Centers. Although the Montana report noted that “[t]raining by video requires significant additional attention by the trainer,” it concluded that video training is useful and “saves significant resources and makes additional training possible.”\(^{157}\) For example, using video conferencing for an all-staff meeting for the three offices of the Montana Legal Services Association saved the office a total of $7886 in travel costs and staff time over an in-person meeting.\(^{158}\) Thus, significant savings could be realized through the use of video conferencing for trainings.

**B. Town Legal Centers Will Encourage Pro Bono and Law Student Volunteering**

Perhaps the most significant function of Town Legal Centers, and how the proposal significantly differs from the Montana and Wyoming video conferencing programs, is by stimulating private pro bono and law student volunteering while increasing access to paid legal services for rural residents. Video conferencing, by
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itself, has been found to “facilitate[] much greater opportunities for pro bono participation” due to decreased travel distances and costs.\(^{159}\) Austere budget cuts from political battles have plagued LSC-funded programs, and relying more on pro bono representation from the private bar is an attractive option. LSC has promoted this option for LSC-funded programs and has enjoyed a 38.9% increase in pro bono attorney closed cases from 2008 to 2012.\(^{160}\) The Northern Rockies states’ bar associations have also responded to this need by revising rules of professional conduct to include hour-based pro bono legal service goals for attorneys.\(^{161}\) In addition to these aspirational goals from bar associations, LSC regulations require that 12.5% of an LSC-funded program’s basic field award be spent in support of the private bar representing low-income clients.\(^{162}\) While there is a debate as to whether a staff attorney delivery system is preferable to a private attorney delivery system,\(^{163}\) it has been argued that a private attorney system is more appropriate in rural areas because staffed offices are not “economically practicable.”\(^{164}\) With the large geographic distances of the Northern Rockies, a pure staffed office delivery method is not appropriate.

To stimulate the private bar into volunteering for pro bono cases, Town Legal Centers could be used to provide a financial incentive for participation. Along with legal needs being unmet for low-income people in rural areas, many areas of the rural United States are experiencing shortages for attorneys to handle paid legal services.\(^{165}\) Therefore, the Northern Rockies states’ bar associations or legal aid organizations should open up Town Legal Centers for use by private attorneys and develop a sophisticated referral system. In order to gain a referral for paid legal service through the system, an attorney would have to volunteer for pro bono opportunities. This would be a rational case referral system, which would take into account such factors as previous pro bono service, “the complexities of an individual case, the time the case will consume, and the relative economies of staff or private attorney representation on the particular case.”\(^{166}\) Additionally, before a case is referred to a particular private attorney, the client should have some role in choosing which private attorney handles their case,\(^{167}\) whether it is a pro bono or a paid legal service. By using a rational referral system, “private attorneys are far more likely to
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get [pro bono] cases in which they have an interest or expertise . . . .” 168 By incentivizing pro bono opportunities for the private bar, more low-income individuals would get needed legal services, and rural residents would be able to receive paid legal services from a statewide bar association.

This type of referral system would not only increase access to justice for rural residents by stimulating pro bono volunteering, but it could allow for fewer conflicts of interest and better representation by knowledgeable attorneys. Two problems with rural practice have been identified: increased conflicts of interest and a lack of attorney subject matter knowledge or experience for issues that arise in rural areas. 169 By using Town Legal Centers, the entire state bar could be available to represent a client at any corner of the state, significantly reducing the danger of a conflict of interest. Similarly, with the entire state bar available by video conferencing, rural residents could be paired with attorneys who specialize in the area of their legal needs. While many issues for low-income individuals fall under poverty law 170—in which few private attorneys specialize—experienced private attorneys could handle other legal issues like employment, bankruptcy, or complex family law disputes.

By allowing attorneys to receive opportunities for paid legal services in return for pro bono legal services, funds spent compensating the private bar for representation for low-income individuals can be used on the most worthwhile cases. While LSC regulations still require 12.5% of a basic field award to go to compensating the private bar for representing low-income clients, these funds could be saved for compensating private attorneys who take on cases that require more extensive representation, such as Social Security disputes that require a hearing or consumer litigation that goes to trial. These types of extensive representations are rare, as simple counsel and advice close 61% of LSC-eligible cases. 171 An additional benefit to opening up Town Legal Centers to paid legal services would be to remove any stigma that could deter low-income individuals from using legal aid services. 172

Town Legal Centers would also allow law students of the Northern Rockies states to get more involved in pro bono volunteering, which has many positive benefits for low-income clients and students. Because Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming each have only a single, accredited law school located in an urban area, 173 opportunities to work with rural residents would traditionally require extensive traveling for either the student or the client. Town Legal Centers would allow these students to get involved in clinical opportunities on or near their urban campuses, where they could aid clients across the entire state. The ABA has recognized the ability and considerable aid that law students in a clinical setting, supervised by practicing attorneys, can give to rural residents. 174 Many of the cons recognized by the ABA in starting rural practice
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projects for law students are related to extensive travel time and costs, which would be eliminated through the use of Town Legal Centers. Recruitment for law students would be much easier and more concentrated, as they have been described as a “captive audience,” and the opportunity to work in clinical programs has been found to produce stronger, more competent legal graduates. Potential clients would be screened by legal aid coordinators, who in turn would refer appropriate clients to the supervising attorney of the clinic, who could then coordinate representation with law students participating in the clinic. Exposing law students to rural clients and rural legal issues may also spur students to open up practices in rural areas, which could further increase access to legal services in these areas.

C. Funding To Create and Maintain Town Legal Centers

In order to create and maintain Town Legal Centers in the Northern Rockies states, local community, state, and federal funding sources could be used to supply the necessary capital. Local communities stand to gain the most from having Town Legal Centers, as all community residents would enjoy increased access to legal services. It has been observed that “[r]esidents of rural communities seem to have a stronger commitment to local control and self-help,” and by including local communities, there would be increased buy-in and greater support for the program. However, local communities are perhaps the least prepared to absorb the cost of creating and maintaining the Centers. Because Town Legal Centers could use existing public spaces, such as public libraries or town halls, the task for finding a space (or spaces) for the Town Legal Center could be assigned to local communities, counties, or regional library systems who would decide which space they would like to use for the Center. Further, these spaces could use existing staff to help clients get online and connected through the video conference system. Similar programs
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have given small stipends to these organizations in order to cover increased costs, such as faxing costs, but these payments would not need to be extensive.\(^{181}\)

State organizations could also help cover some start-up and maintenance costs through grants from bar associations, legislatures, or other statewide aid organizations. The Wyoming Center for Legal Aid, funded by court filing fees, routinely gives out grants for legal aid projects;\(^{182}\) in 2014, the Center awarded over $750,000 in grants to legal aid providers in the state.\(^{183}\) Montana Justice Foundation is a similar organization and is “the charitable arm of the Montana legal community.”\(^{184}\) Montana Justice Foundation gives out grants to legal aid organizations in the state of Montana and may also be willing to grant money to create and establish Town Legal Centers. Idaho may have more trouble securing state funding or grants for a Town Legal Center program because the state currently does not help fund legal aid.\(^{185}\) But the Northern Rockies states may also appeal directly to state legislatures for funding—this has been an effective strategy for funding other types of legal aid, such as civil legal assistance for indigent victims of domestic abuse.\(^{186}\)

There are also several federal programs in which the Northern Rockies states have been successful in receiving grants for technology-based initiatives, which may help provide funding for the creation and maintenance of Town Legal Centers. Technology Initiative Grants (TIG), funded by the Legal Services Corporation, are given to “projects to develop, test and replicate technologies that enable programs to improve client access to high quality assistance in the full range of legal services, and to improve program efficiency.”\(^{187}\) In 2013, LSC gave nearly $3.4 million in TIG awards, with Idaho and Montana each receiving a sizeable grant for technology-based initiatives.\(^{188}\) Wyoming Center for Legal Aid also recently received a 2013 Access to Justice Innovations Grant from the ABA, which helped pilot a project to install Skype sites in a few communities around the state.\(^{189}\) These grants are given “to develop and test innovative new projects . . . [and] target critical areas of potential innovation.”\(^{190}\) Given the nature of these grants and the previous success of the Northern Rockies legal aid organizations in receiving them, these
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federal programs pose a viable option to getting necessary up-front funding to pay for the initial costs of the Centers.

The ongoing costs of maintenance could be offset through fees from attorneys who use the Town Legal Centers for offering legal services to clients. Flat fees could be charged to attorneys who use Town Legal Center equipment, which could amount to several dollars per use. Fees would be waived for attorneys using the Town Legal Centers to provide pro bono legal services. These small fees could then be used to fund the ongoing maintenance of equipment and subsidies for local facilities to cover costs of Town Legal Centers, and excess revenues could fund future updates to the virtual office equipment and perhaps further expansion of the program. Due to this small use fee, the Town Legal Center program may be able to achieve self-sufficiency after a single round of capitalization by bar associations or government organizations.

Therefore, although legal aid organizations face limited budgets for implementing and maintaining Town Legal Centers, there are ample sources of funding for such projects, ranging from local communities to the federal government.

CONCLUSION

Through the development of Town Legal Centers in rural communities across the Northern Rockies states, there would be better access to legal services for low-income rural residents, as well as better access to paid legal services for all rural residents. Current solutions to addressing these two distinct problems affecting rural areas have been insufficient in the geographically vast and sparsely populated Northern Rockies states. Town Legal Centers would utilize video conferencing equipment, document cameras, and fax machines to create virtual offices out of established public buildings in rural communities, such as public libraries, and use existing local staff to manage the program. By allowing private attorneys to offer paid legal services statewide through a rational referral system that takes into account prior pro bono volunteering, Town Legal Centers could increase pro bono volunteering from the private bar while increasing access to paid legal services for all rural residents. Town Legal Centers could also encourage strong clinical program participation from law schools because there would be decreased travel costs and a wider client base. Funding for Town Legal Centers could come from a variety of sources, including local communities, state organizations, and federal grants. By instituting a small fee for paid legal services using a Center’s resources, Town Legal Centers may be able to be self-sufficient after initial start-up costs. By creating Town Legal Centers, the Northern Rockies states can more fully address the problem of access to justice for rural residents and bridge the vast geographic distances that characterize the area.